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CHAPTER

VIII

TRADING MARKETS--INTERRELATIONSHIPS
A. II~ITRODUCTIOI~--ScoPE

Or CHAPTER

As mentioned before, chapters V, VI, VII, and VIII are a related
group, dealing with the general topic of trading markets. In chapter
V, the subject was introduced with a discussion of the underlying
principles and the general characteristics
of the two main types of
trading markets, exchange and over-the-counter. It was there pointed
out that despite the imp.errant differences between these two types,
there are some basic similarities in needs and functions and also some
important types of interaction and interplay between them. Chapters
VI and VII then provided a detailed description and analysis of the
exchanges (with primary focus on the NYSEand Amex)and the overthe-counter markets, respectively.
Based upon these discussions, the present chapter picks up the
earlier threads to consider vaxious interrelations of the markets. Since
regional exchanges, are at least as important for their interrelationships as for their separate operations, the m~ndiscussion of these
exchanges appears here. Part B discusses the basic allocation of
securities between exchanges and over-the-counter markets, as primary
markets. The part enumerates the various factors entering" into market allocation, including the listing concept as related to the needs
of continuous ~uction markets. It also contains broad comparative
data as to characteristics of securities tra~led in the principal markets
or types of markets and their trading patterns.
Part C deals generally with the increasingly important role of
institutional investors in the markets. It .covers the handling of their
relatively modest sized transactions, which constitute a significant
portion o’f their total investment operations, as well as the handling
of the larger blocks that are more characteristic of their trading than
of trading on .the part of the general public. The transactions of
institutional
investors have particular relevance in any discussion
of market interrelationships
becaus~ some aspects of multiple or
competitive markets are seemingly responsive to the special impacts
on individual trading markets caused by institutional in ~ vestors’ partioular needs and characteristics.
The next two parts vf the chapter deal with the two principal forms
of markets competing with the major exchange markets. The first,
the topic of part D, is over-the-cotmter trading in exchange-listed
securities--a
phenomenonthat is not new but which has new dimensions and apparently growing importance. The other, "multiple"
trading on regional exchanges, is considered in part E, which deals
with .this role of the regional exchanges as well as their separate role
as pmmaxymarkets, and also considers Che total present and potential
8O7
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status of the regional exchanges among securities
mart~ets. Part F
is a summation of the more crucial market interrelationships
and their
consequences.
B.

THE

BASIC

.A_LLOCATION

COUNT

BETWEEN

EXCHANGES

(AS MAR

AND OVER

THE

s)

Perhaps the most obvious question as to market interrelationships
is
simply how primary markets are determined for ~articular securities.
~mt factors and forces determine whether a specific ~curity is to find
its primary market on an exchange or over the counter ? ~at ~nsiderations
of policy, public or private~ are involved’~ ~at are the
characteristics~to
the extent generalization
is possible~f the securities traded in each major market or type of market~ and what are
their trading patterns~
These are among the quetsions to be ex~
plored in this part~ primarily with referen~ to corporate stocks.
1.

THE BASIC D~DING LINES--THE
CONCE~S OF ~LISTING ~ AND ~UNLISTED
~
TRADING PRIVILEGES
AND TH~ SIGNI~CANCE
OF EXCHANGE ~T~C~ONS 0N ~E~BERS ~ ~DING

The determination of the market or markets in which any security
is to be traded (here~ "market allocation") is the result of interacting
decisions by several parties, each having some power of decision~ and
none having complete freedom of choice. In the main, it is the individual exchanges and the respective issuers who decide~ but significant
influences are exercised by broker-dealers
and perhaps in some circumstances by stockholders; and a supervisory role is perfo~ed by the
Commission.
A crucial concept in allocation
as between exchange markets and
over-the-counter
markets is that of "listing."
Each exchange has its
own rules and practices
governing admissions to and removals from
its list. These rules and practices va~ greatly from exchange to exchange but in general they establish
minimum standards as to quantity of shares outstandin~
and breadth of distribution~
minimum
standards relevant to earnm~ and assets~ and controls over di~losure
and corporate activity on the part of the issuer~ the latter controls
Oeing embodied usually in a formal "listing
a~eement" with the
2issuer.

Thus~ listing
is the principal
gateway to exchange markets and
serves to identify conclusively the securiti~ and issuers admitted to
such markets. There is no corresponding gateway into the over-thecounter markets~ which simply include "all other ~’ securiti~ and issuers (as well as some trading in listed securities; see pt. D).
Before passage of the Exchange Act there was another important
gateway through which an exchange market might become the primary market, that of "unlisted
trading pri~leges7 ~ An exchange w~
then free ~ ~tablish a trading market for any s~urity~ though lis~
~ U.S. Government, State an4 municipal ~ bonds are traded almost entirely
In overthe-counter
markets. Corporate bonds, debentures,
and preferred ~tocks are gene~y
but with important exceptions,
dealt iu over the counter. Although some of the general
observations
In the following pages might apply to ~ese categoric, attention is focused
primarily on common stocks.
u Present listing
and delisting
requirements of the principal
exchang~ ~e summariz~
in see. 4, except that the con~nuing disclosure and other r~uirements ~pos~ on issuers
through l~,t~g a~eements are discussed ~ oh. ~.
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on no exchangeat all, without consent of its issuer and, of course,, without control over disclosures or corporate practices of such an issuer.
This category is nowlimited by section 12 (f) (1) to the relatively small
and diminishing group of securities that had been admitted to it prior
to 1934. However, the statute reco~o~nized two further categories of
unlisted trading on an exchange: securities fully listed on another
exchange, so that statutory and exchange-administered controls over
issuers are applicable (sec. 12(f)(2), and securities not listed
where but the issuers of which are subject, or agree to becomesubject,
to equivalent requirements and restrictions (sec. 12(f) (3)). For
regional exchanges, where most of the business done is "multiple trading’’a in stocks listed on one of the NewYork exchanges, securities
admitted to trading under section 12(f)(2) may be even more
portant than those exchanges’ own listings. There are very few secu~
rities in the section 12 (f) (3) category.
Market allocations and resulting trading patterns may also be affected by the concept of exchange membership, with the atte_nda.nt
controls exercised by an exchange over its members, and with the
higher commission charges for nonmemberstrading in scurities listed
on that exchange. _& memberfirm of a given exchange may also be a
memberof, and do business on, other exchanges; it may also engage in
other aspects of the securities business, including over-the-counter
business ~but for securities listed on an e~changeof whichit is a member, exchange rules strictly limit its dealings outside that exchange.
The New York Stock Exchange. for example, prohibits
a member
from being connected with or do{ng business on any other exchange
located in New York which permits dealings in NYSE-traded securities. In addition~, it generally prohibits him from dealing in any
such securities any~ here outside the NYSEitself, except with specific
approval or where he is dealing as a member of a non-New York
exchange in securities admitted to trading on such other exchange.
Once a security is listed on the NYSE,the membership, which includes
a large proportion of the most important and influential broker-dealer
firms in business with the public, is severely restricted in handling that
security elsewhere, and nonmem~bersare at a disadvantage in handling
it, because of the commissionstructure. Thus, the line between NYSElisted securities and other securities is a boundaryline of great importance, even though somewhat blurred by member firms’, reciprocal
,arrangements with nonmemberfirms, by dual listings or umisted trading on another exchange, and by over-the-countgr trading in some
listed stocks.
r2.

ROLF~ OF VARIOUS II~i’TEI~ESTED

I~ARrIES

IN M:ARKET ALLOCATIOI~

In light of the above factors, the rights and powers of the various
interested or affected parties in respect of market allocation mybe
summarized as follows:
(1) Each e~change has control vver its own listing requirements,
subject to supervisory control by the Commission. This gives it comSThe terms "multiple" and "dual" are used more or less lnterchangeably in this context,
the former, of course, implying that the phenomenon of "dual" trading may extend to
several different markets.
¯ The recommendations of ch. IX to extend the provisions of secs. 13, 14, and 16 to
many over-the-counter
securities
would automatically make a large number of securities
eligible
for unlisted trading privileges
under sec. 12(f)(3).
For reasons fort h in
pt. B.7 of that chapter, it Is there recommended that sec. 12(f)(3) be repealed concurrently.
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plete power to exclude any unwanted security in the first instance, but
enables it to obtain any desired security only with the acquiescence of
the issuer and subject to the competition of other markets. Ordinarily
it may obtain a "dual" or secondary listing with the acquiescence of
the issuer and without any consent by the primary market; or it may
establish a dual market on an unlisted basis, upon application to the
Commissionand after opportunity for inte{ested parties (including
the primary market) to be heard. :Each exchange also has power to
delist any security after application to the Commission,which cannot
deny the application if it comports with the exchange’s rules but can
iml?ose limited terms, usually amounting only to delay in the dat~ of
dehsting.
The New York Stock Exchange’s unique prestige enables it to be
particularly selective amongsecurities gravitating toward some auction
market; and by virtue of the fact that its membershipencompasses an
extremely important segment of the total broker-dealer community,
its rules as to its members’outside dealings in listed securities have
important bearing on the emergence or viability of secondary markets.
(2) An issuer (i.e., its controlling stockholders or management)has
complet~ choice of whether to apply for listing on any exchange.
This, of course, does not give it a right to be listed except as it satlsties an exchange’s requirements, but does give it the right to bar its
securities’ being traded on any particular exchange or on any exchange
at all, subject to the qualification of unlisted trading, as described
above. An issuer has no control over the making of an over-thecounter market by any broker-dealer, except as it mayinduce or facilitate a particular broker-dealer’s
marketmaking by granting board
representation or through an underwriting or advisory relationship.
(3) Broker-dealers have complete free’Iota to make or not to make
an over-the-counter market for any security, including any security
listed on an exchange, with the important qualification that members
of an exchange are ordinarily precluded by exchange rules from outside dealing in listed securities. Broker-dealers also may exert considerable influence over issuers in the latters’ exercise of the choices
mentioned above.
(4) The Convmission has certain regulatory powers in this general
area but, in general, has not exercised them in such manneras to affect
market allocations significantly. It has powers with respect to listing
rules of exchanges but has never found occasion to institute a proceeding to require any change. 5 It has powers over unlisted trading on
exchanges and over dell-stings but, at least in recent years, has exercised the powers primarily to protect stockholders in particular
situations as distinguished from attempting to affect the market
pattern broadly.
3.

FACTORS AFFECTII~G

~[ARK~T

ALLOCATION

The determination of the market allocation for a particular security
is affected by factors and motivations as multifarious as the persons
and groups with voices in the decision. The first question is whether
a security is to have any primary, exchange market, and if so, which:
5 It would be noted, however, that the Amex listing
rules promulgated In April 1962
were part of the broad program of reformation instituted
after the Commission’s "Staff
Report on Organization,
Management, and Regulation of Conduct of ~embers of the
American Stock Exchange" (1962).
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(1) Since the various exchanges’ requirements for listing are ordinarily expressed as minima, and sometimes very low minima, it frequently remains a matter of preference on the part of issuers, and
thus of competition amongmarkets, as to which market will best serve
the needs of a particular security. As between exchanges and overthe-counter markets there is continuing rivalry both in terms of ~eneral "institutional"
promotion and in the ~orm of persuasion~ of
particular issuers. While an exchange can and often does conduct
the promotional effort itself, on the over-the-counter side there is
no comparable institutional
effort. But many individual brokerdealers are active proponents and are likely to exert important influence, especially if they previously managed an underwriting or
presently stand in an advisory role toward the issuer. Such a brokerdealer may have a pecuniary interest in maintaining a market in which
he has a prominent and profitable role, just as an exchange and its
membershave such an interest in preserving or adding to their markets, and such concerns may themselves beco~ne an important factor
in the ultimate choice of markets.
(2) Undoubtedly the decisive factor in many cases is the sharp
difference in statutory requirements governing issuers whose securities are traded in exchange markets and over-the-counter markets,
respe.ctively. Likewise, insofar as listing rules and agreements impose
reqmrements and controls on issuers, these may be an important
factor. 6 Given a freedom of choice, many .issuers apparently choose
to remain over-the-counter in order to avoid requirements and burdens
associated only with listing, and some issuers perhaps choose one
exchange over another for similar reasons.
.De(3,)
wo, rpor~te
managements
and controlling
also
s~rongty
influenced
by such objectives
as widerstockholders
distribution may
of their
securities~ "better ’~ prices, advantageous publicity, and general prestige. Prestige in this sense frequently is associated with listing on one
of the NewYork exchanges, especially the NewYork Stock Exchange.
This is reflected in, and also in some degree caused by, the fact that
price quotations for the :New York exchanges are much more widely
published throughout the country. Closely related to the prestige
factor, although now far less significant than formerly, is the advantage of obtaining exemption from certain State blue-sky laws by virtue
of being listed on an acceptable exchange.
(4) Market allocation may also involve a geographic ~actor. Assuming that a companycannot aspire to national prestige but still
elects to have an exchange market, geography would naturally predominate in its choice. As a practical matter, however~the numberof
newlistings of this kind in recent years has been negligible. In recent
decades there has been an increasing tendency for regional exchanges
to be squeezed between over-the-counter markets and the NewYork
exchanges~ with few issuers electing the middle ground.
The factors motivating establishment of a second (or third or
fourth) exchange market may differ, depending on whether the first
market is on a regional exchange and the second in :New York, or
vice versa.
(1) Wherethe regional listing is first~ it is the factors of national
distribution and prestige that would ordinarily induce an issuer to
For detailed discussion of these differences,

see ch. IX.B.
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move to :New York whenever it could satisfy listing requirements.
Where the :New York listing is first, a geographical factor would
presumably always be important in establishment of a second listed
market, and section 12(f) of the Excha.nge Act expressly requires
consideration of factors related to geography ~ if the second market
involves unlisted trading privileges, created on the initiative of the
exchangeinstead of the issuer.
(2) A most important factor, undoubtedly, where a regional exchange seeks unlisted trading privileges in a :NewYork-listed security,
is the quite understandable desire of the exchange and its (non-New
York) membersto obtain a share of the brokerage business, perhaps
as an offset for the loss of primary listings to NewYork. As is seen
below, a second exchange market does not involve competition in
commission rates, but it obviously may affect who receives the commissions or how they are spread.
(3) The motivation for establishing
dual or multiple exchange
markets may also arise from special characteristics or attributes of
individual exchanges as compared with other exchanges~ including
such matters as State taxes, proximity to transfer agencms, special
nonmember commission arrangements, time differences,
etc. Since
these factors sometimes determine the most advantageous place
execution of an individual transaction~ they may in the ~ggregate
enter into the motivation for establishing secondary markets.
(4) A similar motivation~ affording the decisive reason for executing many individual transactions
in particular
markets and undoubtedly leading to the establishment of dual or multiple markets in
manyinstances, is the pervasive factor of reciprocity. This takes a
variety of forms, the most obvious of which are the execution of a
transaction in a particular market in order to ~ve the commission
to a broker-dealer who is a member of that exchange only~ and the
execution of a transaction in a market whose rules allow greater
freedom in allocating or splitting commissions than might be possible
elsewhere. Other manifestations of reciprocity and their impact on
choice of markets are discussed in subsequent parts of this chapter
and in chapters VI and
The motivation for establishment of over-the-counter markets;
i.e., the motivation of a broker-dealer who decides to "make" such
a market, is in some instances a sense of obligation of "sponsorship"
with respect to a security originally underwritten, s and presumably
in all instances involves a hope for profitable interdealer trading or
profitable retail business, or both. In the case of exchange-listed
securities,
a nonmemberhas the further motivation of providing an
alternative to the exchange market in which he, and other nonmembers who deal with him, can do business only at nonmember commission rates.
4.

PRII~ARY

LISTING

AND DELISTING STANDARDS OF THE PRINCIPAL
EXCHANGES

As indicated above, one important determinant in market allocations is the listing and delisting requirements of the various exchanges.
¯ On June 3, 1963, the Commission recommended a legislative
amendment to delete
"vicinity" test now in sec. 12(f~
s In this connection see ch. III.F (pt. 1) and ch. IX, pp. 49-51 (pt.

the
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These are adopted separately by each exchange, subject to supervisory
control by the Commission. In almost all instances they include
minimumstandards of distribution and floating supply, but are not
necessarily confined to those standards.
The NewYork Stock Exchange’s standards for original listing include certain minimum
distribution and financial tests in line with the
principle that the "particular securities for whichlisting is sought must
have a- sufficiently wide distribution to offer reasonable assurance that
an adequate auction market in the securities will exist." 9 The standards may be summarized as follows:
(1) Net tangible assets of at least $10 million;
(2) l~et earnings demonstrated under competitive conditions
of $1 million annually;
(3) For commonstock issues, a minimumpublic distribution
500,000 shares (exclusive of concentrated holdings), held by
least 1~500shareholders (after "substantially discounting" for odd
lots) ; and
(4) Outstanding commonstock of a minimummarket value
$10 million.
These particular provisions~ announced on April 20, 1961, represent
the fourth in a series of modifications in the "minimumyardsticks"
for orig!nal listing which had first been set forth formally in 1944.
The various modifications have all been in the direction of increased
stringency. For example, the net earnings standard has been increased
from $500,000 in 1944 to $750,000 in 1947 and then to $1 million in
1950. The net tangible assets standard was first adopted in 1950 at
$7 million and raised to $8 million in 1958 and to $10 million in 1961.
The requirement for aggregate market value of commonstock followed
the same pattern as the assets test, except that as early as 1947 Exchange policy called for a minimumof $5 million. The shareholder
requirement rose from 1,000~ the 1944 figure, to 1~500in 1947~and since
1950 that numbermust be met, for the most part~ exclusive of holders
of odd lots. The rules governing distribution of shares were originally set at 200~000shares in 1944~ rose to 300~000in 1950, 400,000 m
1958~and the present standard of 500,000 in 1961.
The Exchange’s adoption of its present listing standards in 1961
was described in an Exchange release as having been done "after a review of existing criteria in the light of a generally expanding economy,
accumulated experience in maintaining fair and orderly markets, and
tho substantial appreciation in securities values since the time of the
last such changes in 1958." The changes that took place in 1947~ 1950,
and 1958 were accompanied by similar explanations. The Exchange
has emphasized that the yardsticks "are not intended to be inflexible
mathematical formulas but are merely guides," and that--while the amount of assets and earnings, and the aggregate market value of the
company’s junior securities
are considerations,
greater emphasis is placed on such
questions as degree of national interest in the company, its standing in its particular field, the character of the market for its products, its relative stability
and position in its industry,
and whether or not it is engaged in an expanding
~
industry, with prospects of maintaining its position.
NYSEGuide, par. No. 2495A.10.
Ibid.
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nonvoting commonstock;

also takes into account, when considering listing,
the effect of concentrated holdings upon the voting position of the publicly held stock, the proportionate
distribution
of voting power as between classes of stock, and unusual voting provisions which, in effect, tend to permit one class to nullify or veto the vote of
another class."

An issue may be delisted by the Exchange on its own initiative
whenthe issue fails to satisfy the delisting standards, which tend to
parallel those for original listing but are far less stringent. 1~- The
Exchangecharacterizes its delisting policies in a fashion almost identical to its original listing policies:
The Ne~v York Stock Exchange seeks to provide the foremost auction market
for securities
of well-established
companies that have kept pace with the ex1~
panding economy and in which there is a broad public interest.

.A~in, it is emphasized that "appropriateness of continued listing * * * cannot bemeasuredmathematically."
The present delisting standards provide that delisting will be considered where~
(1) Net tangible assets available to the commonstock or aggregate market value of the outstanding shares fall below $2 million ;
(2) A company has had average earnings
of less than $200.000 for
y~ears, although this requirement is reviewed in light of the aggregate market value of the shares outstanding and the net tangible assets available to
the commonstock ;
(3) There are fewer than 300 shareholders
(after discounting
odd lots)
and 100,000 outstanding shares, exclusive of concentrated blocks; and
(4) Aggregate market value of the outstanding
shares (exclusive
block concentration) is less than $1 million.

There are also requirements of a broader nature wMchif not met
can lead to delisting~ ~or example: where the Exchange has received
"authoritative advice" that a security is without value; where registration on the Exchange or under the Exchange Act is no lon~er
effective; where a class of nonvoting commons-rock is created ;-or
where proxies are not solicited for all shareholder meetings.
The delisting yardsticks were last revised in 19617 at the same time
as the listing requirements. Although both contain standards of
distribution and floating supply as well as financial tests~ the minimumdelisting tests are only 20 percent (in one case~ 10 percent)
the minimumlisting standards. Thus, in the absence of other lapses~
the Exchangewill continue a listing even though the issue’s qualifications fall far below what would have been acceptable in the first
instance.
The A~ner]can Stocl~ Exchange listing requirements~ which became
effective on April 5, 196P.~~s focus like the NYSEstandards on the
financial status of the companyand the distribution of its shares. In
n NYSEGuide, par. No. 2495C.10.
~ Between 1936 and 1961, 6.~6 delistlngs took place by application of the various ex~changes, inclu~din~g^~9~b~v,t.h.e NY.SE:6~5. by the Amex,an~ 232 by the regional exchanges.
~ssuers reques~e~ z~ ~e~s~ings, ~nc~u~ing 6 from the NYSE,25 from the Amex, and 255
from the regional exchanges.
~ NYS]~Guide, par. No. 2498A.
~ NYSEFact Book, 1961, p. 6..
~ Prior listing and delisting standards and l~racttces are discussed in the Commission’s
"Staff Report on Organization, Management,and Regulation of Conduct of l~Iember~ of the
American Stock Exchange" (1962).
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place of the flexible listing standards previously in effect~ the Amex
specified the following minimumfinancial and dl~stribution standards:
(1) Net tangible assets of at least $1 million
(2) Net earnings of at least $150,000 in the fiscal year immediately preceding filing of the application,
and net earnings averaging at least $100,000
for the past 3 fiscal
years (in special cases, the exchange may consider
applications
of companies which do not meet the net earnings standards but
which have a substantially
larger net worth than $1 million ;
(3) Minimum public distribution
of 200,000 common shares (exclusive
of the holdings of officers
and directors
and other concentrated or family
holdings) among not less than 750 holders, of whom not less than 500 must
be round-lot holders; and
(4) Outstanding
common stock must have a minimum aggregate
market
value of $2 million,
and publicly distributed
shares must have a minimum
aggregate vaIue of $1 million.

Certain exceptions to the earnings reeluirements are available to
companies having a net worth of substantially
more than $1 million
which are licensed small business investment companies~ real estate
trusts qualified under the Internal Revenue Code or real estate companies having cash-flow incomes substantially
greater than the aftertax income required of other companies. Listing may also be given
to fully financed companies which are not yet producing but "are engaged in the development and/or construction of plants or other facilities
* * * provided that such companies submit satisfactory
evidence of their ability
to [meet the minimum] earnings standard
within a reasonable period of time after completion of the fully fina~c~ed ~°megrr~c~l~tock
Exchange minimum listing
standards are
generally far less demanding than those of the NYSE, ranging from
10 to 40 percent of the latter and indicating that the two exchanges
are not~ for most stocks~ in direct competition for original listings.
Issues often shift to the NYSEfrom the Amex~ however~ after having traded on the latter for a time. Between 1939 and 1961~ 254 issues
were transferred
to the NYSE~and trading in such issues in 1961
amounted to 16.25 percent of NYSEvolume. There is no dual listing of issues on the A,.merican and New York Stock Exchanges; unlike the situation of ~ egional exchanges, Amexlisting is always terminated when NYSEhstln~, becomes effectlve~
and v~ce versa. The
Amex will consider delisting
when the financial
condition and/or
operating results of ~he issues are such as~ in the opinion of the ex,change~- do not warrant continuation of the security" on the list~ or
when ~t appears that the extent of public distribution
of the security has become so reduced as to make inadvisable further dealings
therein upon the Exchange." ~ Its policies "will be applied with
due consideration
of the nature of the company’s business." is Delisting
criteria
(also adopted on April 5, 1962) under which the
exchange considers suspending or removing a security from listing
or unlisted trading~ include :
(1) Failure of a company to operate at a net profit in at least one of the
last 3 fiscal years ;
(2) Publicly held shares (exclusive of management or other concentrated
holdings) o~ 70,000 shares or less
(3) Less than 250 stockholders or less than 150 round-lot holders ;
American Stock Exchange, "Listing Standards, Policies,
Ibid~
Ibid.

and Requirements" (1962).
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(4) Aggregate market value of common stock of less than $1 million or
aggregate market value of publicly
held shares (exclusive
of management
~
or other concentrated holdings) of less than $500,000.

On the National Stock Exchange~ the newest of the registered exchanges, the issuer must have a minimumnet worth of $1 million,
150,000 shares outstanding and 500 stockholders.
The issuer must
also have a suitable cor~porate record of achievement.
Whenas~k..ed by the ~pecial Study to specify present listing requirements several of the regional exchanges replied to the effect that the
question was somewhatacademic because practically no companies now
seek primary listings on their exchanges. As has been noted above
and m further d~scussed in part E below, the major busme.s of the
regional exchanges today (apart from the three "mining" exchanges)
is in multiple-traded stocks ; these include somestocks which had first
been listed on the regional exchange and retained that status after
becoming listed in New York, and some New York-listed stocks in
which the regionals have obtained unlisted trading privileges. Of
all the regional exchanges other than the mining exchanges, the Midwest and Pacific Coast Stock Exchanges curren~-l~" seem the most successful in obtaining original listings. Their hsting and delisting
standards, in brief, are as follows.
Companies receiving Midwest Exchange listings must have at least
$2 million in net tangible assets as well as 250,000 commonshares held
by 1,000 shareholders (a substantial majority of whommust own at
least 100 shares, and must have been actively engaged in business for
three consecutive years; there are no stated eurmngs requirements.
Broad listing policies are defined as follows:
The prime requisite
for listing
on the Midwest Stock Exchange is the quality
of the corporation.
Its products and services must enjoy public acceptance and
good reputation.
Its management must operate the company in the public interest. Its securities
must also meet the technical
requirements
for an auction
~
market.

The exchange has no specific delisting yardsticks, but will delist if it
determines that the issuer is one which~
engages in practices
not in the public interest,
or whose assets have been depleted to the extent that the company can no longer operate as a going concern,
or whose securities
have become so closely held that it is no longer feasible to
maintain a reasonable market in the issue. Furthermore, the exchange reserves
the right to delist the securities of any corporation which has drastically
cha,nged
~
its corporate structure and/or its operations.

To qualify for listing on the Pacific Coast Stock Exchange, a company must have demonstrated net earnings of $100,000 or total .assets
of $1 million, and have at least 250,000 equity shares outstanding (exclusive of concentrated or family holdings). For relatively new comanies, financing adequate to attain successful production is required,
ut the general rule is that a companymust be an established concern
or successor thereto. Companies in an exploratory or development
stage are considered for listing only in u~usu.al cases. Companies
whose securities sell below $1.00 a ~share are not listed. Delisting
standards are not defined.

p

~ During 1962, 62 companies were removed from listing and unlisted trading on the
Amex, compared with 47 removed during 1961. Of the 1962 delistings,
25 were attributable
the newStock
dellsttng
standards.
¯0 to
l~itdwest
Exchange,
"Listing Policy" (1960).
~ Ibld.
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TRADING

a. ~haraoter~t~es of stoel~
The listing
and delisting requirement~ summarized above are
important in determining what stocks may or may not be traded on a
national securities exchange; they, of course, do not automatically
determine what securities are traded there rather than in the over-thecounter markets. As of 5une 30, 196~, there were 1,565 preferred
and commonstock issues traded on the NYSE,1,0aaon the Amex, and
493 exclusively on other exchanges, a total of 3,091 (table I-2).
the same time there were an estimated 14,000 stocks, not listed on any
exchange, in which some indication of broker-dealer trading interest
appeared in the over-the-counter markets (ch. I, p. 14 (pt. 1)
app. VII-A.4.a). These are mutually exclusive groups but their
characteristics
are by no means mutually exclusive: the prevailing
characteristics of securities in each market or type of market can be
broadly defined and differentiated,
but there are substantial gray
areas where the categories overlap. Another way of saying this is
that there are substantial numbersof over-the-counter securities which
cannot readily be distinguished, in outward characteristics relevant
to choice of markets, from manysecurities listed on exchanges.
This pattern--of broad differentiation
but considerable overlappingNis evident in respect of several different characteristics, all pertaining to NYSElisting requirements, including number of shareholders, shares outstandl"ng, market value, and issuer’s assets. For
each of these features, there is shownin tables VIII-1 through VIII-4
the distribution of stocks in five market categories as of the end of
1961: (i) all NYSE-listed commonstocks, (ii) all Amex-listed
mon stocks, (iii) all commonstocks solely listed on seven major
regional exchanges,~2 (iv) "actively traded" over-the-counter stocks~
those stocks in the study’s total OTC-4sample (described in ch. IX)
for which four or more dealers entered a "bid" and "offer" price quotation in the January 1962 National Quotation Bureau Summary, and
(v) "inactively traded" over-the-counter stocks--those in the same
sample having less than four such quotes. ~ The same data are plotted
in charts VIII-a through VIII-d, except that the regional listings
have been omitted from the charts, and the ranges used for the other
categories are somewhatdifferent from the tables, to permit smoothing
"-~
of the curves.
~These seven regional exchanges are the Boston, Cincinnati, Detroit, Midwest, Pacific
Cosst, Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington,
aud Pittsburgh.
~ For each issuer in the over-the-counter sample, the data concern the class of stock
having most shareholders--usually
common stock.
~ In tables and charts, each percentage is based upon all stocks in each market category,
excluding a small number for which the applicable data were not available.
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The broad pattern of distribution may be seen most readily from
these charts. Its clearest feature, as would be expected, is the sharp
polarization which puts NYSE-listed stocks in the highest size ranges
and stocks in the OTC-inactive category in the lowest. Between the
two lie the bulk of the Amexissues, while spread broadly across the
whole spectrum, wit’h a concentration, if any, below the Amexissues,
are stocks in the OTC-active category. Only in assets is this pattern
broken, as stocks in the OTC-active category show assets generally .no
higher than those that are inactive. Stocks listed solely on the major
regional exchanges (shown in the tables though nt>t on the charts) fall
generally between the active and inactive over-l~he-counter issues in
shareholders and shares outstanding, and between the Amexand active
over-the-counter issues in market value and issuer’s assets.
This picture of differing, but not mutually exclusive, characteristics
for the bulk of stocks in each mark.e~category is further shownin table
VIII-5, which defines the limits ~ ithin which the central two-thirds
(i.e., excluding the one-sixth at each extreme) of each group of stocks
fall. By relating these limits to the NYSE’sminimumlisting "yardsticks," 35 it may be seen that while most NYSEstocks have from 2 to
20 times the NYSErequirements us to shares and shareholders , Amex
stocks have from one-half to 5 times the NYSEminima, OTC-active
one-third to 2~/~, regionals one-fifth to 2, and OTCinactive from less
than one-fiftieth to ~bout three-quarters of the NYSEminima levels.
In market value and assets, - the contrast is a little different. While
most NYSEstocks have from 2 to 45 times the minima, most Amex
stocks have from one-third to 21/~, OTCactive from less than onetent~h to 3~/2 times~ regionals from one-tenth to 3 times and OTC
inactive from ~ fiftieth to. about
Although, in-~eneral, the central two-thirds of stocks in each group
occupy the same relative position on each scale, there are significant
variations. The over-the-counter stocks range relatively highe~ in the
scale of assets than of shareholders or shares, possibly reflecting the
presence of banks and insurance companies. The Amex stocks on
the other hand range relatively hi~her in shares and shareholders than
in assets or market value. Indeea, it is of interest that the Amexwas
the only category to range relatively lower for value of assets than
for number of shareholders.
These characteristic distributions are only part of the picture; of
at ]east equal significance are the wide differences within each market,
evident from the broad and overlapping limits which enclose even the
central two-thirds of each market category’s stocks (table VIII-5).
It is plain, too, from charts VIII-a through VIII-d that there are
stocks in most market categories representing virtually every part of
the size spectrum.
This diversity is highlighted by the presence in each market category of issues so large and widely ’held as to meet most of the "yard~ See sec. 4, above. It should be noted, however, that NYSE requirements refer to
shares o~tstanding
exclusive of concentrated
or family holdings rather than the total
u,se~ here; to shareholders of over 100 shares rather than all shareholders as used here:
and to net tangible assets rather than the total assets figures used here. (Also, the I~YSE
"yardstick"
requirements
include an earnings test with which comparisons co’uld not
be made from the Special Study’s available data. Nor could analysis
be made of "the
degree of n, ational interest in the company, its standing in its particular field, the character of the market for its products and whether it is engaged in an expanding industry
with prospects of maintaining or improving its relative position."
N.YSE Guide, par.
No. 2495A.10.
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sticks" for listing on the NYSE,including those for shares outstanding, shareholders, market v~lue, and assets. 26 All these tests for
NYSElisting are met by stocks constituting 23 percent of those on the
Amex,I~2 percent of OTCuctive, 15 percent of the regionals, and
percent of the OTCinactive (table VIII-6). In terms of numbers
stocks, this would be equivalent to some 140 on the Amex,20 on the
major regionals, and an estimated 645 and 100 in the OTC-active and
OTC-inactive categories, respectively. 27 Considerably.,more stocks in
each market category meet various parts of the NYSErequirements.
For example, the $10 million minimummarket value requirement is
met by stocks representing 41 percent of the Amexlist, 36 percent of
the OTCactives, 30 percent of l~he regionals and 11 percent of the.
OTCinactives. Quite a number of stocks on other markets even meet
requirements twice the NYSEminima. These include stocks constituting some 8 percent of the Amex, 9 percent.of the OTC-active
category, 6 percent of the regionals and 0.5 percent of those in the
OTC-inactive category (table VIII-7).
The wide overlap amongstocks in different market categories is even
greater than suggested by these comparisons, for 1 out of 10 stocks on
the NYSEitself do not meet all of the NYSEminimumlisting ’requirements. This results ~omthe considerably lower delistin.g levels,
which permit stocks, once listed, to remain on the Exchange though
~s
they fall appreciably belowthe levels initially required for 1-{stin~.
The picture which emerges from quantitative analysis, there)or6,
contains two basic elements. Out of the welter of choices and decisions exercised by issuers, broker-dealers, exchanges and investors has
comea broad tendency for stocks with certain characteristics to mow’~
into certain market categories. Clearly other factors, however, have
affected the distribution amongmarkets, for the diversity within each
group is w.ide indeed and the overlap among groups is perhaps even
more striking. Given this diversity within and overlap among market c~tegories, it is clear that any regulatory measure or approach
cannot be expected to reach all stocks having certain characteristics
if directed solely at market categories.
b. Trav~ing vol~me.s
The pattern of stock allocation amongmarkets is broadly reflected
in the pattern of trading activity. This is to be expected, of course,
since differences in ranges of activity amongmarket categories reflect
not only the general range of characteristics of the stocks within e~ch
category, but also the influences upon the stocks of the market itself-prestige, publicity, markup and commission rate structure, trading
and distributive facilities,
and the communityof broker-dealers handling the stocks. Again, the ranges are quite noticeably different, but
with considerable breadth in each range and considerable overlapping
among them.
Thus in 1961, the central two-thirds of commonstocks in the N¥SE
fell within a range of 161,000 to 1,309,000 shares traded for the year;
those in the Amexfell within a~ range of 70,000 to 883,000 shares and
those traded exclusively-on the major regional exchanges, within a
se Data to test for compliance with the $1 million annnal earnings requirement were
available. See note 25, above, for other variances, particularly
as to asse, ts.
~ The numbers for the OTCcategories are estima~tecl by multiplying the OTC-4 sample
figures by 5.5 ; see ch. IX, p. 31 (pt. 3).
¯ s See sec. 4 above.
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range of 3,000 to 136,000 shares (table VIII-8 and chart VIII-e).29
It is more difficult to make a direct comparison with the over-thecounter market, for which data are available only in terms of record
transfers rather than transactions.
While volume of transactions
~presumablywould exceed volumeof record transfers in most instances,
the ratio between the two cannot be definitely determined. On the
other hand, as pointed out in chapter VII, the nature of over-thecounter markets is such that total transaction figures are likely to involve a higher proportion of dealer transactions, as distinguished from
public transactions, than in the case of listed securities. With these
caveats in mind it may be noted that the 89,000-to-713,000 range of
shares transferred within which the central two-thirds of OTC-active
stocks fall is distinctly higher than the range of shares transacted for
most solely listed stock on the major regionals and reaches only
moderately below the shares transacted for those in the Amex. The
2,000-to-116,000 range of shares transferred for most OTCinactives
covers all but the top of the shares-transacted range for most stocks
on the major regionals, but is generally below that of the stocks in the
OTC-active and other exchange categories (table VIII-8 and chart
VIII-e).
Nodefinite minimum
of activity is formally required of stocks listed
on the NYSE,but the other established standards are expected by the
Exchange to produce a minimumlevel of 100,000 shares traded a year.
Failing to reach this level in 1961 were about 9 percent of N¥SE
commonstocks, 24 percent of Amexstocks and 79 percent of those on
the major regionals. Only 19 percent of OTC-active stocks had less
than 100,000 shares transferred, in contrmst to the 81 percent of OTCinactive stocks falling below this level (table VIII-8 and chart
VIII-e). A corresponding distribution is evident at the other extre .me, of high activity. The re]ative position of various market categories of stock as regards trading activity, therefore, appears to
conform generally with those of the other characteristics examined.
The pattern is generally the same in dollar volume, altered only
slightly by price differences amongstocks on the different exchanges
(chart VIII-f and table VIII-9). Thus, while the median price
commonstock on the NYSEis $35, it is $9 on the Amex, $17 on the
major regionals, $10 among OTC-active stocks and $27 among OTCinactive. As a result, the range of dollar volume for stocks on the
.NYSE, for example, ~vould be%rought even further above the issues
tn the other market categories.
Despite the influence of similar stock characteristics and similar
market facilities upon the trading activity of stocks in each market,
the differences in volume within each market are extremely wide, as is
illustrated by chart VIII-e, showing the distribution of stocks in each
market category by trading activity. The wide differences evident
in st~ks on the Amexand ~n the OTC-active category are present to
only a moderately lesser extent in stocks on the NYSE.And table
VIII-8 reveals that, although the stocks traded exclusively on the
major regionals are predominantly in the lower range of activity,
their lists include a few issues at the very highest trading levels.
~ It should be noted that these volume figures are for shares reported traded on the
.particular
exchange ; they exclude od,d-l~t volume in the case of the NYS]~, Amex, and
Midwest Exchanges, and in all cases exclude transactions
in the over-the-counter
market.
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Another approach to this question, focusing on the concentration of
activity among stocks in each market, is presented in chart VIII-g
and table VIII-10. The greatest concentration--and
disparityMin
trading activity is seen to exist in the major regionals, where the top
10 percent of the stocks account for 89 percent of the trading activity
and the bottom 50 percent of stocks for only 11/2 percent. The ~TYSE
volume of trading activity is most evenly distributed, with the Amex
showing slightly more inequality and the over-the-counter market,
taken as a whole, somewhat more. Even within the NYSE, however,
a significant degree of concentration is evident---the top 10 percent of
the commonstocks accounting for 4P. percent of total share volume,
the bottom 50 percent of stocks for only 14 percent. In the over-thecounter market, some 56 percent of the total share transfer votume is
accumulatedin the top 10 percent of stocks, and only ~: percent by the
bottom50 percer~t of the stocks.
In each of the markets, there clearly are extremely wide differences
in activity, separating the bulk of the stocks from those which are most
active or least active. Manyof the stocks at the extremes overlap far
into the level of activity characteristic of other markets~ underlining
once more that while broad differences exist amongmajor market categories, important differences within categories as well as overlapping
amongcategories are also characteristic.
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SPECIAL DE:IVfANDS 0P A CONTINUOUSAUCTION :M:ARKET

a. The importance of "depth"
In chapter V, the concept of "depth" was defined, with some indication of its varied meaningsbut with particular emphasis on the use of
the term as referring to the degree of continuing public interest and
potential activity in a particular stock. It was there pointed out .that
depth has certain fundamental quantitative aspects as well as more
incidental or ephemeral qualities. From the summaries of listing requirementsin section 4 above, it is obvious that depth of public interest,
at least as reflected in the quantitative terms of amount of shares
outstanding and degree of distribution, is a universal theme. All of the
exchanges have thus recognized that, apart from all other criteria,
this type of quantitative measure is fundamental in selecting securities for admissionto their markets.
The reason for this emphasis is inherent in the nature and needs of
a continuous auction market, in which buyers and sellers (or their
brokers) meet face to face to match their wants and offerings, s° The
public conception and expectation of such a market, based on long
tradition and considerably nurtured by the exchanges themselves, is
that it is characterized by continuity and fluidity. If this expectation
is to be fulfilled, spontaneous meeting of buyers and sellers must occur on a reasonably continuous basis or, under present circumstances,
must be supplemented by specialist trading. In stocks with inadequate depth a successful auction market may depend on abnormally
high participation of the specialist, at least if a high premiumis put
on continuity and fluidity; and still further downthe scale, depth may
be so inadequate that a specialist system cannot be expected to bear
the burden and a continuous auction market is not feasible.
The president of the NewYork Stock Exchange has recently made
similar comments, with emphasis on an expanded specialist role:
To accomplish this [that every buyer and seller should be able to find his
opposite number quickly, and at a price reasonably close to the last sale], you
need, among other things, a large floating supply of stock, issue by issue, and a
concentration of orders---either
on the floor or entered in the specialists’
books.
Unfortunately,
however, neither the floating supply nor the orders on the books
st
today create the kind of market liquidity the public has a right to expect,

A somewhat different emphasis is possible, however: an exchange
purporting to operate as a continuous auction market must maintain
sufficiently high listing standards so that a continuous auction is reasonably assured without undue reliance on specialist participation. It
is thus a matter of appropriate public concern, and not exclusively a
concern of the exchanges themselves, that listing requirements and
practices be reexamined and adjusted from time to time, in light of
long-range developments affecting depth of markets, and with a view
to maintaining an acceptable balance between public and professional
trading in a continuous auction ma.rket. 32 Essentially the same point
~vas made by the then Chairman of the Commission, James M. Landis,
in 1936:
* * * One obvious instance where an exchange market may not be desirable is
where there is a very small outstanding supply. Now, under those circumstances
ao See, generally, oh. VI, and particularly pts. B and D.
al G. Keith Funston, letter, Harvard Business Review, September-October 1962, pp. 7, 8.
= This is apart from the public interest in maintaining competitive primary exchange
markets, as dlscusse(~ in pts. D, E, and F of this chapter.
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there is not enough in the way of offers to buy and sell being made at a central
point, and consequently
the process of regulation
has to be entered into in order
~
to establish
fair and not too fluctuating
prices with reference
to securities.

b. Long-range factors affecting depth
Existing yardsticks in respect of amount of shares outstanding and
floating supply, as embodied in the exchanges’ listing requirements,
are merely rules of thumb for comano.n stocks generally. As already
mentioned in chapter V, a number of variables may result in aboveaverage or below-average public interest and activity in particular
securities, or in all securities at particular times, with. any given
requirement of distribution and floating supply. In addition, certain
long-range tendencies and forces appear to have affected or to be
affecting the actual amount of spontaneous market activity that ca~
be expected from any given amount of distribution
and floating
supply. Amongthese tendencies and forces, some tending in opposite
directions from others, are:
(1) Over the years, the degree of speculative or investment interest
in the market tends to change for various reasons such as tax considerations, margin level, the extent and characteristics of public participation, and prevailing attitudes toward the economy. On an overall basis, the rate of turnover of outstanding stocks has tended to
decline. In 1934, the NewYork ’Stock Exchange had an average turnover rate of 9,5 percent, the lowest percentage to that date, and in 1962
it was 13 percent. Under any assumed circumstances, however, a high
devotee of speculative interest maybe directed toward particular securities, and in these cases trading activity maybe high relative to shares
outstanding24 As a result, .a number of stocks on the NYSEhave
annual rates of turnover considerably above the overall averag~-some 100 commonstocks, or almost 10 percent of the total, having 1961
turnover rates of 55.percent or more.
(9,) There is an ancreasing concentration of stocks in the hands
institutional investors. In general, these institutions probably have
channeled into the market a substantial quantity of savings that
might otherwise have been applied elsewhere, but their rate of turnover varies considerably and may be higher or lower than that of the
public. Institutions
also have tended to be buyers on balance and
sometimes deal in large blocks that may be handled outside the regular
auction market, or if within, that may tend to unbalance supply and
demand at any given time and thus complicate the problem of maintaining continuity and liquidity. This subject is more fully discussed
in chapter VI.D and in parts C and D of this chapter.
.(3) There has been a tendency for some years toward splitting the
pramary exchange market either through multiple exchange trading
or through over-the-counter trading in listed stocks. In theory this
would tend to reduce depth in the primary market except insofar as
the multiple markets would tend to bring about a larger total market
interest t.han would otherwise exist. In practice, because multiple
trading tends to occur in the most active stocks, its impact on depth in
the primary market does not appear to have been significant, although
~3 Hearings before House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce on S. 4023,
"Unlisted Securities," 74th Co.rig., 2d sess., p. 10 (1936).
~4 As an extreme example, in the first
6 weeks of 1963, U.S. Smelting & Refining had
a turnover rate of more than 200 percent.
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undoubtedly varying for different securities. These considerations are
further discussed in parts D and E of this chapter.
(4) Newissues of stock or convertible securities to finance expansion
of business, together with widespread use of additional blocks of stock
in accomplishing mergers and acquisitions, in paying dividends, and as
a basis of employee purchase and executive compensation programs,
have significantly increased the outstanding and floating supply of
stock of many companies. Many companies have also effected recapitalizations and stock splits with the precise purpose of increasing
the numberof shares and correspondingly reducing the price per share.
In a noteworthy recent instance in 1962, the Amexrequired a stock
35
split as a condition for continuedlisting.
(5) A considerable spreading of branch offices by many member
firms, a marked improvement of communications, and a growing
tendency to centralize recordkeeping, and therefore processing of orders, in New York, all taken together, have presumably tended to
stimulate public interest and activity and channel it to the primary
market.
(6) In the past decade, the NYSEhas engaged in a substantial
publicity campaign, supplemented by its Monthly Investment Plan, to
encourage wider public participation in the markets. Indications are,
however, that the broadened public interest resulting from these efforts
tends to focus on stocks which are otherwise most widely publicized
and popular.
(7) The NYSEhas also engaged in a continuing and increasing
effort to inform institutional
investors of available procedures and
mechanismsfor handling their transactions without turning to overthe-counter markets. As shown in part C, a perhaps surprisingly
large share of all institutional
transactions handled under NYSE
procedures and mechanisms are done in the regular auction market.
(8) The prestige associated with an organized exchange that has
minimumlisting requirements and facilities for effective dissemination of stock information.may itself tend to enhance depth in the sense
here considered. This is suggested by data showing that within
the same asset categories of issuers, the proportion of stocks with wider
stock distribution increases progressively depending upon the type of
market. In the $10 to $50 million asset category, for example, the proportion of stocks having 3,000 or more shareholders rose from 13.7
percent amongover-the-counter stocks and 25.0 percent of those solely
listed on the major regionals, to 37.~ percent of those listed on the
Amexand 66.3 percent of those listed on the NYSE.
The enumeration of these tendencies is sufficient to indicate that
the factors and circumstances affecting suitability of particular securities for continuous ,aucti’on markets are not static. In the aggregate
they do not change the initi’aI proposition that ghe particular nature
and needs of ’a continuous auction market im.po~ special demands in
terms of p.t~bIi~c interest and activity. Theydo, ho~vever, indicate ghe
need for a dynamicand flexiDle app.r(~ach, including periodi~ reexaminat:ion ’of lis~ing and delisting yardsticks in relation to existing market mechanisms of the separate exchanges, without prejudic~ to pos~ The stock of New Process Co. was suspended from trading because of its "limited
distribution
* * * an4 its recent price action." The Exchange reinstituted
t~adtng after
the stock was split five for one.
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sibilities
for improvement and adaptation of the mechanisms themselves in ligkt of changing circumstances and technologies.
c. Listing and delisting standards
The listing and delisting standards designed to assure depth need
not, indee~ should not, be the same for every exchange. Such factors
as geographic concentrations of investor interest in particular securities maypermit one exchange .to function--and to hold itself out us
functioning--at levels that would be insufficient ~or .anocher. Among
oCher factors would be differences in trading rules and practices
plic~ble to the various exchanges, as presently in effect or as they might
be modified in recognition of differing needs2~ It would still ’be true,
however, that each exchange should have rules and p.ractices designed
to admit .and .retain securities capable of being successfully traded
within the kind of market that the particular exchange is and purports
By the sametoken, if listing minima’are important in relation to the
nature of a particular auction market, it may ’be questioned whether
there should be so wide a discrepancy .between listing and delisting
requirements as presently exists, especially in the case of the NYS.E.
The president of that exchange h’as emphasized that:
The job [of sel.f-regul,
ation] begin.s for us with the critical question of listing.
Is a company which applies for listing
of the standing that we think should
characterize a st~ck on .the big boo,l? Are its .a.sse.ts,
its earning power, its
stock distribution
up to the ~tandards prescribed
by our board of governors?
If not, we must decline to lend our facilities
to that company. Let me point
out ,too, ,that once a company h,as met our initi, al ’listing requiremen~ we expect
~
it to meet certain lesser cri,teria for con, tinued 14sting.

It maybe granted that a security admitted to listing should not lightly
be removed, but it seems doubtful that delisting yardsticks equal to
only 20 percent of listing standards are in keeping with the purpose .as
expressed in *hese quoted remarks or with the public in, rest ~n allocating securities with due regard for what kind of market a particular exchange purports to provide and is capable of providing.
d. The ro~nd-lot unit
Whatever the amount of distribution
and floating supply ~or a
given security, the depth of public buying and selling interest in
the ~uction market is directly affected by what is selected as the
round-loc unit of trading--presently 100 shares for most stocks. This
is because~ as discussed in chapter VI, transactions in smaller units,
or odd lots~ are handled outside the regular auction market, in the
NYSEalmost entirely by separate odd-lot dealers and in the Amex
and certain regional exchanges, by specialists doubling as odd-lot
dealers. Under either system, but most clearly under the NYSE
system, odd-lot transactions are handled mostly in the form o5 purchases and sales by the odd-lot dealers, with the auction market reflecting only the balances in the ~orm of odd-lot dealers’ offsetting
transactions. Even the latter may be~ and in some degrees are~ timed
and handled by the odd-loc dealer to. serve his own needs and benefit~
~ In this. connection, see pt. E ~f this chapter.
~ "Policing the Securities Industry : More Regulation or M(~re Respo.nsibility_?’, Remarks of G. Keith Funston before the NewEngland Council, Boston, i~Iass., Nov. 1~, 1961,
pp. 5-6.
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so that they are one step removed from being reflected as normal
supply and demand.
If the round-lot trading unit were reduced to perhaps 25 or
50 shares for someor all securities, the automatic effect wouldbe to
removea substantial segment of all present odd-lot t~ading from the
special handling and bring it into .the flow of buy and sell orders
constituting the depth of the market a.t any given time. 3s As seen
in chapter VI, the total quantity of odd-lot transactions is a very
significant part (averaging about 10 percent) of all NYSEbusiness
and even moreon the principal regional exchanges, so that the contribution to. depthmightbe quite substantial.
This is by no means a novel suggestion; indeed it is already in
effect for about 270 relatively inactive securities on the NYSE.Wider
extension of the same principle has been considered from time to
time in the past, but has been rejected basically for the reason that
the mechanics of doing business would be greatly complicated29 It
would seem quite conceivable, however, .that already accomplished
or foreseeable advances in technology would eliminate any serious
difficulty on this score. In any event, the public interest wouldseem
to be sufficiently involved in this kind of question so that it should
be the subject of Government-industrystudy in the near future. In
such study, the potential impact on the regional exchanges’ multiple
trading business will need separate attention; however, the potential
advantages of reducing .the trading unit presumably would be the
greatest in less active stocks, where multiple trading would be least
likely to exist. It would also be necessary in such study to consider the ramifications of present commissionrates and the odd-lot
differential.
~ In a case arising in 1951, an issuer requested the Commission to terminate unlisted
trading
p~ivileges
in its stock on the then Ne~v York Curb Exchange. The Commission
found that "the character of the trading" of the security
on the Exchange was unsatisfactory, but stated that if the trading unit of the stock were reduced from 100 to 25 shares
it would not grant the company’s request until after a trial perio4 for the new trading
unit (10 StSC 6~75 (194I)). After a 6~-month trial period had elapsed, the company ~galn
requested that the unlisted trading privileges
be terminated.
However, on the basis of
&ata furnished by the Exchange the Commission again denied the request.
,The Commission found that the reduction in the unit had diverted substantial
trading activity into
the Exchange’s auction market because of the execution in the round-lot market of orders
which formerly would have been handled on an odd-lot basis. This was evi&enced by the
facts that 55 percent of the shares traded in the round-lot market 4uring the trial period
were in blocks of less than 100 shares and there was a sharp reduction in odd,lot trading
and an increase in the public’s round-lot trading in the test period over the previous
periods (12 SEC 961 (1943)).
~. Perh.aps the most recent expression by the NYSEwas in a letter dated Sept. 21, 1961,
replying to a suggestion ~y a member of the public in which the Exchange said:
"The basic 100~share unit of trading was adopted, and has been retained,
because it
fulfills
the requirements of the market more satisfactorily
than any other unit. In other
words, the nnit is most convenient, desirable, and economical. It is sufficiently
large to
involve a sum of money adoquate to represent a reasonable appraisal of a security’s
worth
and also to accommodate the transaction
of a reasonable volume of business within the
hours of tra4ing and the physical space available.
It is adequate in ordinary markets to
permit the recording of transactions
on the stock ticker tape without unreasonable delays
because the volume pee transaction
does not have to be shown on the ticker tape when
100 shares are involved--only
the symbol and sale price need be shown. And, when the
volume in a transaction
is less than 1,000 sh,ares, only the number of units traded need
to be shown instead of the total volume. In periods of great activity,
it is possible to
show the volume in a transaction
involving a block of 1,000 .shares o.r more by dropping
the Iast two digits of the voIume~showing only the number of ~nits.
’~The cost of executing an order of one unit--whether the unit be 100 shares or a lesser
unit--is
substantially
the same~ There might be a material increase in the cost of doing
business,
because of additional
help that would be needed t~ handle the tremendous
increase in the number o.f transactions
if smaller units than 100 shares were applied to
active stocks.
Such a4ditional
cost might eventually
mean that the public would be
charged higher commissions."
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OVER-THE-COUNTER

In generM, over-’the-counter
markets, being "shopping around"
markets, are designed ~o explore and re~c’il whwt~verbuying or ~ll~ng
in~r~ may exis~ ~d, in ,the ca~ of a ~hi~" m.~rke~ bhey ~r~
sum.~bly ~V~r ~uipped bhan ~ntinuous auction m~rk~s ,to ~k oust
such in~t. Another way of ~ying this is tha~ over-the-~u~r
m~rk~ ’~re b~d on t.he principle ~nd procedure of advertising ~e~s
buying or ~lling interest
and/or s~kmg inter~d p.u~i~ oa the
other side~ in contrast to continuous uu~ion m~rke~ which are more
dependent on spontaneous meeting of buying and selling interest. In
this connection the heterogeneous and residual character of over-thecounter markets may be considered both c~use and cons~uence: certain securiti~ ~re in over-the-counter markets precisely becaus~ the
mechuni~of the latter are suitable where those of ~n exchange market
are not; and over-the-counter securities ~re heterogeneous pr~isely because they include u wide spectrum of securities ranging from those for
which ,a co.n~inuous ~uction market would be perfectly suiWble
thos~f~r more n~erou~th.~t could n~ ~ traded on ~ con,tinu~us
~°
auction ‘b~is.
The f~t t’kat over-the-.co~ter m~rkebs ~re capable of se~ing for
the lwS~er se~en~, where an exchange market would ~ inogpgble,
do~ n~ mean ~hg~ a degr~ of ~n’tinuity or liquidity ~mpgr~ble to
that of. g strong uucti~ m~ke~t will be achieve. Even ~he m~
aggre~ve merch~dising or ~eking of ,buying ,grid ~lHng in~er~
must be in the framework of the amount of stock outstanding and its
distribu,~ion, .and Vhepo~ntia.1 for continui.~y and fluidity,of ~he m~rket
for gny p,art~cul,ar ’~cur~ty ~s hm~.d ~cordmgly. A~ the Mghe.r end
of ~he ’ssale, ~he pg~icipa’ti~ of numerous bvo~er-de~lemin ~ active
over-~h~coun~r m~rkeb can p.rovide con~inui,ty and fluidicy ~gl
wh~is found in che ’strongest ~gue~ion m~rke~, together wi.bh u kind
and degree of competiVion Vh,~t is not provid~ by the sp~ialist sy~m
itself. At the opposite end of the scale, any degree of ~ntinuity and
fluidity, in fact the ex~tence of any market at all, may depend on
whether some degler~u~der no obli~,a’tion to do ~--is willing ~
vertise i~ in,rest, gndCgke
.P~i’ti°nsin ~ p~icul,gr~urity. An
apparently w~despreud illusion tha£ needs to ~ dispelled is that
eve~ s~urity dis~ribu~,d to the public cgn ’~d d~ ~he~f~r enjoy
~ con~inuous gnd fluid market. Here as much ~ anywhere el~ a
"silk pur~" must ~a~r~ wiVhche right rgw m~ri~ls.
In ~ny even’b, Vhe fact ~h~t ~ueLion mgrk~s ave morn demgnding
~nd over-the-coun~r m~rke~ more adap~gble ~ r~pect of depth do~
n.~ nec~rily say anything or ~uire gnything ~n msp~t ~f che
quglity or "soundne~" of s~uri~i~ in Che Vwot~ of m~rke~. The
discu’~ion g~s only to the relev~n~ of depth in m,~rket gll~g¢i~n,
with emphusis on the necessity of minimumstandards of depth if an
exchange m~rket is ~ ope~a~ succ~sfully on a con~inu~us gus~i~n
b~sis, and the n~e~i~y of .ad~ux~ iden’ti.fic~tion
of faeDmbering on
the ~uality of market for a pgrticul~r ~curity in the more kaleidoscopic over-the-coun~r category.
4o See, generally,

ch. VII, and particularly

pt. B and app. VII-A.
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The allocation of securities among trading markets~ including the
determination of the primary market and the establishment of dual or
multiple markets for a particular security~ is determined by a number
of interacting factors and forces. A crucial concept in allocation as
between exchange and over-the-counter markets is that of "listings"
the process by which securities are first admitted to trading on an
exchange. Securities may also be admitted to trading on an exchange
through "unlisted trading privileges" but this now applies primarily
to securities already listed on another exchange. There is no corresponding gateway to trading in over-the-counter markets~ either primary or multiple.
The most stringent listing requirements are those of the NewYork
Stock Exchange. These include "yardsticks" as to minimumamounts
of net tangibles,
assets~,
net earnings~
distribt~tion~
share and
....market
value of stock. Dehsting standards~ while paralleling the hstlng
standards~ are far less stringent. Listing and delisting standards of
the Amexand other exchanges tend to reflect similar factors but ut
substantially lower quantitative levels.
There is a broad tendency for securities traded in a particular market
or category of markets to show generally similar characteristics; yet
there are wide diversities within each category and considerable overlapping among categories. NYSE-listed stocks generally are in the
highest size ranges, and stocks in the "OTC-inactive" category (defined
by the study as those showing fewer than four dealer quotations in the
February 1962 Monthly Stock Summary) are in the lowest. The bulk
of Amexissues lie between these two categories, while the "OTCactive" category (stocks showing four or more dealer quotations in the
Monthly Stock Summary) is spread broadly across the whole spectrum with a slight concentration below the Amexissues. Stocks listed
solely on the major regional exchanges tend to fall between the active
and inactive OTCgroupings. Only in assets is this pattern broken-stocks in the OTC-activecategories showa range o.f assets generally no
higher than those that are inactive. Most NYSEstocks have characteristics considerably in excess of the Exchange~sminimumyardsticks
for original listing~ but about 10 percent do not meet these requirements. While stocks not listed on the NYSEgenerally are smaller
~_n relation to those yardsticks~ significant percentages of stocks listed
on the Amexor solely on regional exchanges and of stocks in the OTCactive category substantially me~t all NYSElisting requirements.
A generally similar pattern appears in respect of trading ’activity.
Thus in 1961 the central two-thirds of commonstocks in the NYSE
were in a range higher than the Amexand considerably higher than
the major regional exchanges. While no direct comparison with
over-the-counter securities is possible, it would appear that the central
two-thirds of OTC-active stocks show a range of trading volume higher
than that of most stocks listed solely on major regional exchanges and
only moderately belosv the range of the central two-thirds of the shares
traded on the Amex. Notwithstanding these general patterns~ the
differences in volume within each market category are exceedingly
wide~ even for the NYSE(where trading activity is mr)st evenly distributed)~ and there is a considerable overlapping among market
categories.
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For a security to be well suited for tra.ding in a continuous auction
market~ spontaneous meeting of buyers and sellers must occur on a
reasonably continuous basis without undue reliance on specialist participation;
the market in other words must have adequate "depth."
The degree of market depth in this sense is affected not only by transient variables with respect to given securities or markets but also by
a number of long-range tendencies and forces. Listing and delisting
standards should be designed to admit and retain securities capable
of being successfully traded in the kind of market that a particular
exchange is and purports to be. The wide discrepancy now found
between listing and delisting yardsticks seems questionable in light
of these considerations~ particularly with respect to the NYSE.
The depth of buying and selling interest reflected in the auction
market is directly affected by the round-lot unit of trading~ presently
100 shares for most stocks~ since odd-lot transactions are largely
handled through dealers and not directly in the auction market. Thus~
a reduction in the round-lot trading unit would tend to add to the
flow of buy and sell orders constituting the depth of the market at
any given time and should receive consideration for all or some
securities.
Since exchange markets~ as continuous auction markets~ are more
demanding in terms of depth than are over-the-counter markets~ a
primary public concern is to assure that each security admitted to an
exchange market is suitable~ in such terms~ for the kind of market.
that the exchange purports to conduct. Indeed~ the. best clue to
appropriate allocation between exchange markets and over-the-counter
markets maylie in the difference in warranted expectation on the part;
of public investors. An exchange market is generally regarded and
frequently advertised us assuring a high degree of continuity and
fluidity through the continuous auction process. It follows that each
exchange should reasonably live up to the expectation created by its
image and should not maintain listings that are incompatible. ~1 Them
nevertheless remains room for a degree of variation and experimentation, as discussed in part E of this chapter~ with certain of the
regional exchanges perhaps operating under a modified set of assum.pr, ions intermediate between those of continuous auction markets in
the fullest sense and over-the-counter markets.
The legitimate expectation for over-the-counter markets is quite
different from that of the classic auction market. It is not and
need not be the opposite; it is simply more kMeidoscopic. What
the sophisticated professional expects~ and the public investor is entitled to expect, is only such degree of depth~ continuity and fluidi~ty
for a particular security traded over the counter us is implied by
the number of dealers making a market at any time or ~mmtime
to time. This may range from 90 or more on a continuous basis to
1 or 2 on a more spasmodic basis. The over-the-counter
markets
have room for all of them and there need be no disappointment of
legitimate expectation as to any of them~ since the range of dif~1 The same kin~l of point was made by the Cammissi~n in 1936, in relation to unlisted
trading :
"Admitting a security to trading privileges
on an exchange ,amounts to a representation
by the exchange that an appropriate and adequate market for that security exists oa that
exchange. It does not necessarily
amount to a representation
that the best market from
the standpoint of buyer ~r seller exists on the exchange, but it is a representation
that
an adequ,ate and an appropriate
market may be found upon the exchange."
SEC, "Report on ’Trading in Unliste~ Securities
Upon Exchanges," p. 10 (1936).
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ference is ascertainable and expectation can be ad.justed to particular facts. What is essential,
in these terms, is that there be
clearer recognition and identification
for public investors of the
wide variations tha~t necessarily exist within the broad over-thecounter category, and better adaptation of regulatory measures
to suit the varying needs.
For the considerable category of securities that would be suitable
for an exchange or over-the-counter markets, ~here appears to be no
reason of public policy why an issuer should not have freedom to
decide, as at present, either to remain entirely in the over-thecounter sector or to seek an exchange listing. 42 This necessarily
presupposes, however that public investors in either type of market
are afforded~ through requirements of fair trading practices and
disclosures~ the maximumprotection consistent with the character
of that type of market. Chapters VI and VII contain both immediate and longer range recommendations as to trading practices and
market disclosures to meet this objective~ and chapters IX ~nd
X contain recommendations for greater equalization of disclosure
and credit requirements for securities traded in the two types of
markets. Implemencation of the chapter VI and VII recommendations is imperative if each type of market is to provide, within the
assumptions in which it operates~ appropriate safeguards for irrvestors and the public interest.
Implementation of ~he chapter IX
and X recommendations~ on the other hand~ will eliminate discriminations that may now affect market allocations artificially
and
arbitrarily.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. Continuous auction markets are by their very nature more
demanding than over-the-counter
markets in respect of the depth
of public interest and activity required for the degree of continuity and fluidity generally associated with them. Since various
factors affecting depth are dynamic rather than static, listing and
delisting standards and practices of the several exchanges require
reexamination from time to time to assure that the entire list of
securities being traded is in keeping with the kind of market that
the particular
exchange purports to provide and is capable of
providing. Present delisting standards and practices appear disproportionately low in relation to listing standards, particularly
in the case of the NYSE, and should be strengthened.
2. Reduction in the round-lot unit of trading would significantly
add to the depth of auction markets by bringing a portion of
present odd-lot trading directly into the balance of available supply and demand. Technological advances, as of the present or
the foreseeable future, may well be found to have obviated what
were previously felt to be practical impediments. A Governmentindustry study of the feasibility
and desirability
of reducing the
round-lot unit for all or some securities should be undertaken in
the near future.
3. Over-the-counter
market mechanisms are generally
more
adaptable than exchange market mechanisms in their capacity to
provide for the heterogeneous types of securities that are traded
~ In this connection, see p. 809, note ’~ above, and ch. IX, pp. 56-~7 (pt. 3), on the
recommended repeal of sec. 12(f) (3), under which propose@ change all "OTC listed" issues
would not automatically be eligible for unlisted trading.
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over the counter, including some that would be suitable for continuous auction trading but a great many more that would not.
On the other hand, the very heterogeneity of over-the-counter
securities
makes it impossible to assure markets of the same
quality (in depth, continuity or otherwise) for all such securities.
Hence a pressing and continuing need is to provide more specific
identification of crucial facts about individual markets, so as to
assure more realistic
understanding on the part of public investors as to the kind and quality of market that maybe expected
for any particular security. Reference is made to certain recommendations of chapter VII directed to this end.
C.

INSTITUTIONAL

PARTICIPATION

AND BLOCK

TRANSACTIONS

In this part attention is focused on the participation in trading
markets on the part of institutions, including pension funds, 4~ insurance companies, investment companies, college endowments, foundations and commontrust funds. The discussion is concerned with the
importance of the institutional
investor relative to the individual
investor, and the ways in which the institutions execute stock transactions and utilize the facilities of the various trading markets. Consideration is given to such factors as the methods by which institutions handle large purchase and sale programs, the institutions’ turnover of stocks in their portfolios, and the institutions’ relations with
the broker-dealer community.
At the close of 1961, domestic individuals (including nonprofit organizations) are estimated to have held about $¢13.5 billion or 76
ercent of the outstanding.common and preferred stock in the United
tares, comparedwith $120.8 billion or i~ percent held by institutional
investors, including bank-administered personal trust funds (table
VIII-11) .4~ Despite the much smaller portion owned by the institutions, they have special importance to the trading markets. For one
thing, decisionmaking is concentrated in relatively few hands with
probably no more than several hundred institutions owning a majority
of the stock in all such portfolios. Then again, the substantial size
of manyof the institutional investors and their relatively large unit
holdings mean that investment decisions and the methods of executing
them could have major implications for the depth and liquidity of
.the trading markets. Finally, institutions
have been growing in
Importancerelative to individuals as investors in stocks.
For these reasons, the Special Study conducted an inquiry into institutional
investors’ commonand preferred stock transactions and
procedures through a questionnaire desi~o~nated IN-4, which was sent
to and answered by a sample of 91 different institutions. 45 Table
VIII-a, below, shows the relationship of the sample to the universe
~e
for the groups covered.

~

53 The term "pension funds," as used thr~ughout this part, includes deferred profitsharing plans.
4~ For estimated institutional
holdings of N~wYork Stock Exchange-listed stocks only,
see NewYork Stock Exchange Fact Book, 1962, p. 29.
~ The respondents were selected primarily from among the largest in each in,s.titutional
catego~ry studied, but also with some effort to include coverage of differen.t sizes and geographical
locations of institutions
within each category.
A copy of the questionnaire
appears in app. VIII-A.
~ As a co~npartson of tables VIII-a and VIII-11 will show, the grou.ps covered by the
IN-4 s~mple and table VIII-a do not include all types of institutional
investors. The most
notable exclusion is of the bank-ad~ninistered personal trust funds, which were not included
in the IN--4 survey because of the difficulty
of obtaining an appropriate ~ample and of
ascertaining in each instance the extent of authority exercised by the bank.
96--746--63--pt.
2--54
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TABLE VIII-a.--Questionnaire

STUDY
IN-$
groups

OF

SECURITIES

sample’s
coverage
(Dee.
31, 1961)

MARKETS

o?

selecteg

institutional

[Dollars in billions]

Selected institutional

Number of
institutions
in sample i

group

Total ....................................
Noninsured pension funds ......................
Life insurance companies .......................
Nonlifeinsurance companies .....................
Investment companies:
Open-end ..................................
Closed-end .................................
College endowments ...........................
Foundations ...................................
Commontrustfunds...........................

Estimated market value of
stockholdings
All institutions

Sample institutions

Holdings of
sample as
percent of
holdings of all
institutions

91

$80. 7

$28. 8

36

15
10
10

21.’0’
6.3
$9.3

7.1
3.1
~2.8

34
49
30

21
7
10

21.9
7.2
5.0
7.8
2.2

38.3
1.2
1.4
4.4
.5

38
17
28
56
23

7

i The number of separate ftmds covered is larger than the figures shown here since some of the institutions
have more than 1 fund.
~ Excludes stockholdings in affiliated companies.
~ Companies which charge a sales load account for $7,900,000,000 of this amount.

Most of the stockholdings of the institutional groups covered are
in stocks listed on the NewYork Stock Exchange. This is apparent
from the table below.
TABLE VIII-b.--Ratio

of

NYSE stocks
to total
stocks
owned
selected
groups (Dec.
31, 1961)

by all

institutions

in

[Dollars in billions]
Market value of stockholdings
Selected institutional

group
NYSE
stocks l

All stocks

Total...................................................
$63.8
Noninsured
pensionfunds....................................
Life insurance companies .....................................
Nonlifeinsurance companies ...................................
Investment companies:
Open-end
.................................................
Closed-end ................................................
College endowments ..........................................
Foundations ..................................................
Commontrust funds ..........................................
~ NYSEFact Book, 1962, p. 29.
~ Excludes stockholdings in affiliated

NYSE
stocks as
percent of
all stocks

SS0.7

7c~

17.0
4.5
7.5

21.0
6. 3
~9.3

81
71
81

17. 0
5.3
3.9
6.8
1.8

21.9
7. 2
5. 0
7. 8
2.2

7~
74
7~
87
8~

companies.

The results of this survey, together with relevant background data,
form the subject matter of this part of chapter VIII.
1.

THE

GROWING

I]PLPORTANCE

OF INSTITUTIONAL

INVESTORS

Amonginstitutional investors~ the most important by far are bankadministered personal trust funds which, at the close of 1961, held
over $50.9 billion or 42 percent of the total amountof stock in the
’’
portfolios of all institutions, other than nonprofit organizations.
Next in importance are the noninsured private pension funds and
open-end investment companieswhich, together, had about 36 percent~
.aT For the reasons indicated
cluded in the IN-4 survey.

above in m)te 46, p. 837,

personal

trust

funds

were not in-
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while the remaining 22 percent of the stock held was distributed among
the other types of institutions (table VIII-11).
Although the noninsured private pension funds do not have the
biggest holdings of stock~ they have experienced the most rapid increase in such holdings of any investor group in recent years, with a
rise of five times between 1954 and 1961. They were followed in
this respect by open-end investment companies, whose stockholdings
rose about four times. Compared with these rapid rates of growth~
the stock investments of all institutions com’bined grew d~ring this
period by about two and one-half times~ while the amount owned by
individuals, together with nonprofit organizations~ rose by only about
two times.
Contributing to this shift of investment patterns has been the
increasing diversion of individuals ~ savings to institutions rather than
to the direct purchase of equities. Indicative of this tendency~ during
the ll-year period 1951-61~ individuals~ together with personal trust
funds and nonprofit organizations~ were net sellers of stock other
than investment companyshares in the amountof $0.4= billion 4~ (table
VIII-12). Institutions
(other than personal trust funds and nonprofit organizations), in their turn~ not only have been the recipients
of enlarged moneyflows but have directed a greater portion of these
streams toward buying equities. For example~ the proportion of the
net receipts of noninsured private pension funds invested annually in
commonstocks has ste~ily increased from 22 percent in 1951 to 55
percent in 1961.4~ As a result, ’between 1951 and 1961~ institutions~
excluding personal trust funds and nonprofit organizations~ had net
acquisitions of commonand preferred stocks of $26.1 billion~ a figure
slightly in excess of the amount of total net new issues o2 stock
of corporations~ other than investment companies, during this period.
Almost three-fourths of this net buyin.g was done by t.he noninsured
ension funds~ which were the most ~mportant net buyers, and by
nvestment companies~ the second most important.
Turning from holdings and net purchases to overall transactions
in stocks (purchases and sales combined)~ one finds that in addition
to the institutions’
becoming more important stockholders, they
absorbing a larger portion of the public transactions in listed stocks.
According to the NewYork Stock Exchange, institutions
and intermediaries accounted ~or ~4.6 percent of total share volume in the
Exchange market on 2 selected days in September 1952~ and 19.3
percent on 2 selected days in March 1953~ compared with 26.9 percent
on 1 selected day in September 196’1. On the other hand~ during the
same period~ the participation by individuals declined f.rom 57 to 51.4
°percent2

~

~s Between 1954 and 1961, individuals
were net buyers of in.vestment company shares,
and the proportion of their total stocl~holdings represented by investment company’ shares
r~se, through appreciation in value as well as net purchases of new shares, from 4.~: percent or $9 billion to 7.2 percent or $29.9 billion.
¯ ~ Accordingly, the proportion of the pension funds’ total assets invested in common
stocks has grown during the ~ume period from 11.8 to~ 36.5 percent in terms of book value
h3c0.2
49.9declined
percent from
in terzns
market invalue).
~rhebook
proportion
in to
preferred
stocks,in
owever,to has
4 to 2ofpercent
terms of
value (3.3
1.5 percent
terms of market value).
~ NYSE, "1961 l~ublic Transaction
Study." p. 3. Intermediaries
include principally
commercial banks and nonmember broker-dealers.
If dollar rather than share volume were
used, the relative impor~nce of the institutions
and intermediaries
would be even greater :
according to the NYSE, the average price of. the shares traded on the selected,
day in
September 1961 was $48 for institutions
and inte~med.iartes and $39 for public .individuals.
On the 5 selected days in September 196~, average per share prices ~v~re $37 for total
NYSE volume and $4{} for institutions
and intermediaries.
N,YSE, "1960 Public T~ansaction Study," pt. II, p. 14.
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Amongthe institutions and intermediaries~ commercial banks accotmt for by far the largest proportion of transactions (40 percent
of institutional and intermediary share volumeon the 5 selected days
in 1960), followed by investment companies (19.3 percent) and nonmember
broker-dealers (11.0 percent) .51
Ordinarily~ the Exchangedoes not break downthe commercialbank
classification into the various types of accounts for which the bank
is acting~ but in 1955 it did go behind the commercialbankfigure and
found that about 20 percent of the total commercial bank volume
was execut~A for individual (nonfiduciary) customer accounts,
percent for trusts and estates, and the remaining 38 percent for institutions-18 percent was for pension funds alone, and 10 percent
for investment companies.52 Whenthe institutional investor transactions through banks were combined with those mad~ directly
through memberfirms, the three institutional
groups having the
largest share volum~ of transactio~s (excluding nonmember
brokerdealers) in the 1955 Stock Exchangestudy became: trusts ~nd estates
(with 28 percent of institutional
volume)~ investment companies
~
(with 22 percent), and pension funds (with 11 p~rcent)2
Actually~ averages such as the above, which show the percentages
of institutional to total transactions on the NewYork Stock Exchange, obscure the even greater influence that the buying and selling o~ institutions mayexert on individual issues. The common
stockholdings of institutional investors tend to be concentratedin relatively few securities2 ~ Moreimportant~ however~ the Special Study’s
analysis of the New York Stock Exchange 1961 public transaction
s~ NYSE,"19(~0 Public ~Transaction Study," pt. II, p. 10; see aI~so "1957 Public Transaction Study," p. 12. ~his breakdown is not available
in the "1961 Public ~ransaction
Study." Nonmember broker~c~ealers
and, as indicated
below, commercial bunks, may in
many instances be actin~ as agents for Individuals.
~ NYSE, "Institutional
Investors and the Stock Market--1955,"
p. 17. On an overall
basis, two-thirds of all transactions
for trusts and estates,
and almost three-fourths
of
all transactions
for pension funds, were channeled through the banks. Id.., at p. 9 ; see
note 4~3, above. In view of the importance
of commercial banks in handling
personal funds and the difficulty
of ascertaining in each instance the extent of authority exercised by the bank, the Special Stu(ty did not treat them as a separate institutional
category
in its survey. Discretionary
common trust funds administered
by banks, however, were
employed to reflect
the decisions
taken by commercial banks when freed from outside
investment influences.
Also, the pension funds surveyed includ~l both bank-adminlstered
and self-administered
plans.
a~ Id. at p. 7.
~ For exaznple,
a survey of bank-administered
pension funds made in 1954 by the New
._~ork State Banking Department showed that 60 stocks accounted for two-thirds
of all
holdings.
Mooney, "Pension anc~ Other Employee Welfare Plans" (1955) ; see Andrews,
"Pension Funds in the Securities
Markets," Harv. Bus. Rev., November-December 1959,
pp. 99-100. Several months later,
a staff report was released by the Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency on the trading activities
of a sample of 210 d, lfferent institutional
investors
in 25 common stocks during the 34-month period starting
January 1953 and
ending October 1955. It was revealed that for the period, the proportion of total net
stock acquisitions
by these institutions
which was represented
by the 25 stocks ranged
between 17 and 35 percent for the various types of institutions.
Staff of Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency, 84th Cong., 2d sess., "Report on In,stitutional
Investors and
the Stock Market, 1953-55," pp. 25-35 (committee print,
1956). Moreover, 24 percent
of the total net acquisitions
of the 25 selected stocks by the 7 institutional
groups was
concentrated
in 10 of the 25 stocks. Id. at p. 26. lit does appear, however, that the
concentration of institutional
holdings in a relatively
small number of stocks reflects in
large part, at lea~t in the New York Stock Exchange, the fact that a relatively
small
number of issuers account for a disproportionately
large amount of the value of shares
outstanding.
(See Miller, "Concentration
in Institutional
Common Stock Portfolios,"
16 J. Finance 38, 4,0 (19611). ~But cf. the figures an concentration of, investment company
ownership of individual
issues contained in "Vickers Favorite 50" and "Vlckers Overthe-Counter Favorites,"
published by Vickers Associates,
Inc.) Moreover, in 1961 the
reported volume in the 50 most actively
traded stocks on the New York Stock Exchange
accounted for 25 percent of the reported share volume in all issues,
New York Stock
Exchange Fact Book 1962, p. 19 ; but this list of 50 stocks is by no means the s~me as the
list of the institutional
favorites.
See also, generally, the report prepared for the SEC
by the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, "A Study of Mutual Funds," H. Rept.
2274, 87th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 11-13, 167-191 (1962).
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survey 5~ and of the 1961~ market break ~ show that the institutions
tended to account for a significantly greater proportion of the buying
or selling in some issues than in others for the periods involved27
Thus, so long as institutional transactions predominate from time to
time in purchases or sales of particular stocks, the major influence of
the institutions on the market, as a whole, maybe transmitted through
the activity of these particular issues, especially whenthey are "market leaders."
Because of the substantial amounts of equity, securities institutions
buy and sell, they are likely ~to exert an increasing effect on the methods of handling large-scale transactions in the stock markets. In
this connection, a page may be taken from the history of bond trading.
The "institutionalization"
of the corporate bond market is a wellknown phenomenon. In 1938, the "consumer" sector--along with the
"rest of the world" sector--held about 65 percent of outstanding corporate bonds, life insurance companies held approximately 17 percent, and the banking system 10 percent. ~s By 1961, however, holdings of individuals had dwindled to some 18 percent of the estimated
total of $107 billion outstanding; institutions as a whole held 82 percent, with life insurance companies alone holding 47 percent (table
VIII-11).
Such "institutionalization"
has been accompanied by an increase in
importance of new issue acquisitions and private placements as opposed to trading in outstanding issues. Also~ for bonds as a whole~
the negotiated over-the-counter market, rather than the ~uction market on the exchanges, has become by far the more important trading
market. A similar phenomenon aopears to have been happening, in
preferred stocks. And the importahce of the over-the-counter trading
market, relative to the exchange auction markets, appears also to have
been growing in the commonstock area, starting with the higher
~9
grade, more stable investment-category commons.
This can be expected to continue as pension funds and institutions
as a whole continue to grow in relative importance as commonstock
investors. Not only are the institutions
large investors who often
prefer to deal in large transactions, but pension funds (and other institutions except investment companies) appear to have had a lower turnover rate for their equity portfolios than the market--at least the
New York Stock Exchange market--as a whole, and therefore may
contribute to the thinning of the markets in particular issues2 ° Accordingly, an understanding of how institutions handle block transactions is important in order to evaluate the implications of a probable
continued growth in the stockholdings of these institutions
to the
trading markets.
~ See ch. V.
~ See oh. XlII.
~ See also in this connection,
note 54, above, "A Study of Mutual Funds," at pp.
11-12, 21-22, 262-282, 359-397 ; and "Report on Institutional
Investors
and the Stock
Market : 1953-55," at pp. 36--44, 47, 52, 83-137.
r~ Andrews, "Pension Funds in the Securities
Markets," ttarv.
Bus. Rev., NovemberDecember 1959, pp. 90, 94.
~ For a discussion of the trading of NYSE-IIste4 stocks in the over-the-counter
market,
see pt. D of this chapter.
~o For a discussion of portfolio turnover, see sec. 5, below.
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For purposes of the Special Study’s survey, the expression "block
purchase or sale" was defined as follows:
The terms "block purchase"
and "block sale"
mean a change of position
sulting
from a single primary investment
decision.
A block purchase or sale
involve more than one transaction21

remay

Thus, in studying "block" transactions the Special Study started with
a decision by the institution to buy or to sell a given quantity of stock.
Its interest was in how this decision was carried out. There are a
number of different methods by which block purchases or sales can be
accomplished, and an actual block program may involve one or a combination of these.
a. Listed stocks
(1). Through the auction market on an exchange
By far the most commonway of buying and selling listed stocks,
even b:y institutions working on a large block purchase or sale program, ~s through a series of relatively small individual executions in
the regular auction market on the floor of an exchange.
(2) Through prearranged crosses on the floor o] an exchange
The "auction market" on the floor of an exchange assumes, in the
usual sense, a situation where buy and sell orders meet through the
process of bidding and offering on the floor. However, an important
methodused by large investors for executing part or all of a block purchase or sale has become the simple "crossing" on the floor of prearranged matching buy and sell orders. The matching orders may
have been assembled off the floor by the broker retained by the investor
initiating the block purchase or sale. The assistance of the specialist
may have been used in locating the matching orders. Crosses normally are larger transactions than the pure "auction market" transactions involved in block programs, but there is no requirement that
they be given any distinguishing identification on the tape or on confirmation slips, and they were not distinguishable ~rom other floor
executions in the transaction data collected through Questionnaire
IN-4. In effect, whena cross is involved, the exchange market is being
used to consummate a "negotiated" rather than a pure "auction"
2
transaction2
(3) Through special stock exchange plans
The mew York Stock Exchange has adopted seven special plans
for executing purchase or sale orders considered too large ~or execution in the regular auction market within a reasonable time. (Special
acquisition or distribution plans exist also on other exchanges.) Four
o~ the plans, all adopted before 1956, are designed to assist the holder
in selling large blocks, s~ The three other plans~ adopted in 1956, are
designed to assist in the purchase of large blocks; but these have
proved less popular than the distribution plans.
~ See Questionnaire IN-4, p. 2, app. VIII-A.
as The cross is execute4 in the public auction market on the floor, and intervention in
the cross b~ other broker-deaiers is possible. In addition, when a single broker represents
both sides of the cross, NYSErule 76 requires him, befo.re executing the cross, to offer
the security publicly at a price which is higher than his bi4 by the minimumprice variation
permitted in that securit.y...
~ Certain of the distriDutmn plans are ai~o described and discussed from another point
of view in ch. IV,C.
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The seven New York Stock Exchange plans are :
(a) Distribution
p/ans.--(i)
Specialist
Block Purchase.--With
prior approval of a floor governor, the specialist in a stock may pur~
chase a block of that stock from the holder~ off the Exchange floor2
The floor governor, to approve the purchase, must determine that the
regular auction market on the floor of the Exchange cannot, within
-reasonable time and at a reasonable tlrice or prices, absorb the l~ar
ticular block of stock, and also that the purchase will aid t’he specialist
in maintaining a fair and orderly market. If the purchase is
proved, the specialist
can purchase the block, without executing the
purchase orders on his book at prices at or above the per-share price
he pays for the block. By means of the purchase, the specialist
takes
the block into his inventory, and then sells shares from it from time
to time in the course of his regular activities us a specialist. The purchase is an off-board trade, and is not reported on the tape. The price
at which the purchase is made may be away from the price then current on the floor.
(ii) Exchange Distribution.--This
plan essentially involves a cross
on the floor, with the added feature of a special selling effort. Once
Exchange approval for the distri’bution is obtained, the seller’s broker
is able to offer his own registered representatives
and other brokerdealers extra compensation .as an incentive to find the matching buy
orders. Normally, to provide an incentive to the prospective buyer
as well, the seller pays the equivalent of a double commission or more,
while the buyer pays no commission. Whensufficient
buy orders have
been accumulated to cover the block (or a portion of it, if the seller is
willing to execute the block in stages) ~ they are crossed with the block
sell order on the floor of the Exchange, between the bid and asked
quotations. The cross is printed on the tape, with a special symbol
designating it as an "Exchange Distribution."
The distribution
must
include all of the security which the seller intends to offer within a
reasonable time.
(iii) Special Offering.--Following
Exchange approval’ for use of
this plan, the seller offers the block at a fixed pri.ce (not above the
l~st sale or current offer on the floor, whichever ;s lower) and the
terms of the offer are flashed on the tape in advance. The offer is open
to all members and their customers, and includes an agreement to
pay a special commission to the brokers who produce buy orders. Here
too the seller normally pays the equivalent of a double commission or
more, ’and the purchaser pays none. The offer must ordinarily remain
open for at least 15 minutes. It must be subject to acceptance in part
as well as in whole, and the offeror must inchlde all of the security
which he intends to offer within a reasonable time. Transactions
effected pursuant to the Special Offer are printed on the tape. Pricestabilizing purchases and sales by the offeror are permitted to a lims~
ited extent,
(iv) Secondar~ Distribu:tio~.--The
Exchange permits its member
firms to participate in a Secondary Distribution s~ of a listed stock only
e~ For a discussion of this plan and for the specia.lists’
role in. handling blocks generally,
see ch. VI.D.
e~ See NYSErule 3~91 and Commissio.~ rule 10b-7.
~ A Secondary Distribution,
in the stock exchange sense may or may not be the kind of
"secondary distribution"
~ometimes requiring registration
~nder the Securities Act of 1933.
Whether registration
under the 1933 act is required depends on the relationship
of the
seller to the issuer, irrespective
~f whether the method ~f distribution
is a Secondary Distribution
in the exchange sense, one of the other special stock exchange plans, or ta~es
some other form.
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upon a determination
that the regular auction market on the floor
cannot, within a reasonable time and at a reasonable price or prices,
absorb the block, and also that a Special Offering or Exchange Distribution is not feasible.
Usually, a selling group or syndicate is
formed and the distribution
is han-dled like ~n underwriting; distribution is accomplished after the close of the market; the offering
price does not exceed the last sale price on the floor; the seller pays a
commission or spread equal to’twice the regular commission~ or more;
and the buyer pays no commission. The terms and conditions
of a
Secondary Distribution.
which is an off-board trade~ are announced
on the tape when the d~stribution
commences27 Stabilization
is permitted.
(b) Acquisition plans.--(i)
Specialist B~ock Sa/e.--This plan is the
same as the Specialist
Block Purchase plan described above, except
that it involves an acquisition from the specialist rather than a sale to
him.
(ii) Exchange Acquisition.--This
is the same as the Exchange Distribution plan described above~ except that the initiator is a purchaser
rather than a seller.
(iii) Special Bid.--This is the same as the Special Offering plan described above, except that the initiator
is a bidder rather than an
offeror.
(4) Through special off-board requests
Under ~TYSE rules~ member firms may not trade listed stocks ~s
over-the-counter
without first obtaining Exchange approval (or approval of a regional exchange where the stock is traded).
Transactions accomplished off-board through such requests do not constitute
a formal Exchange plan for accomplishing block transactions,
but
they are a not insignificant means used for such transactions.
(5) Through transactions (in listed stocks) in the over-thecounter market
A number of nonmember broker-dealers
make over-the-counter
markets in listed stocks2 ~ For the listed stocks in which such markets
are made~ they provide one of the methods available to institutions
for
executing part or all of their block programs.
(6) Other methods
Under~vritings~ of course, provide a source of purchases for institutional
investors, as for other investors. Institutions
also sometimes purchase common stock~ but more frequently preferred stock,
directly from the issuer through private placements. At times, institutional investors purchase or sell blocks of securities through direct
transactions
with other large investors,
without going through a
broker-dealer
as intermediary.
Such direct arrangements aplaear
~
however, to be relatively infrequent.
6~ In some cases, when the distribution
does not become effective
until sometime after
the close of the market, ann(~uncement may be made by some other means, such as the
broad tape or the tape of a regional exchange ~vhich is still open for business.
as This does not apply to certain "exempt" stocks listed in a supplement following NYSE
rule 394. These are all guaranteed or preferred stocks, and their "exempt" status reflects
the "institutionalization"
of the markets in these stocks.
~ See pt. D of this chapter.
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(7) Relative i~p.ortance of the Methods
As indicated
above, the most common method of handling block
transactions
appears to be the regular auction market on the floor
of an exchange. While no precise data are available,
prearranged
crosses on the floor may rank second or close to second in importance.
The figures for 1961 indicate that the number of shares handled
through the seven special New York Stock Exchange plans was equivalent to less than 2 percent of total NYSEreported round-lot floor
volume. Despite this small overall percentage, the number of shares
in any single special-plan disCribution may be large in relation to floor
volume in the particular stock involved. 7° For example, the number of
shares offered during 1961 in NYSE-Secondary Distributions
ranged
from 17 to 1,000 percent, and averaged 180 percent, 71 of the reported
round-lot floor volume in the same stock during the month of the
distribution.
For NYSE-Exchange Distributions
during 1961, the
ranges were 7 percent and 150 percent, and the average was 55 percent, of such monthly floor volume (excluding the shares sold in the
72
distribution) in the same stock.
By far the most popular of the special plans is the Secondary Distribution,
with slightly more than 16 million shares being offered in
1961 through some 96 distributions
approved by the New York Stock
Exchange. Eighty-eight
percent of these 96 distributions
(and 90
percent of the shares involved) were accounted for by institutional
sellers,
53 percent of the distributions
(and about 35 percent of the
73
shares) by investment companies alone.
There were 26 Exchange Distributions
(the second most popular
plan) on the NYSEin 1961, involving a total of 1.2 million shares.
Twenty (77 percent) of these distributions
and 87 percent of the
shares were from institutional
sellers, eight (31 percent) of the distributions
and 41 percent of the shares were from investment companies alone, and five (19 percent) of the distributions
and 19 percent of the shares were from banks.
There were three N¥SE-Specialist
Block Purchases (involving
total of 19,400 shares)~ one NYSE-Specialist Block Sale (involving
15,000 shares) ~ one NYSE-Special Offering (involving 10,000 shares),
and no Special Bids or Exchange Acquisit~ons in 1961. In contrast, a
Special Study tabulation of special requests (involving a minimumof
1,000 shares and/or $25,000 in value) by member firms to trade NYSE
stocks off-board shows that in 1961~ 32 such requests covering a total
of 375,000 shares were approved. Twelve of these requests involving
~
120~360 shares involved transactions with institutions.
¯ o Other data on several o.f the metho&s of distribution
are found in ch. IV.C.3.
~The averages given in the text and the next footnote with respect to the Exchange
plans are un~weighted, averages.
~ NYSE-Specialist Block Purchases in 1961 averaged 6 percent and’ Specialist Block Sales
5 percent, of the monthly floor volume in the sto~k involve4.
¯ .~ In two o.f these 4isrtibutions,
banks participated with investment co,mp.anies as sellers.
Three investment company e(~mplexes, Wellington, Fidelity,
and Massachu.setts
Investors
Trust, were the sellers (in two cases with banks) in 39 (41 percent) of the 9’6 distributions. Banks accounted for only, 17 (counting the 2 in which they participated
with
investment companies) or 17 percent of the d4stributions,
involving about 10 percent of
the shares.
¯ ~ During 1961, the N, YSEreceived 293 requests to trade ,stocks off-board. Of these,
25 requests were made to offset errors ; 84 involved charita.ble d~)nations ; and 45 involved
control stock with an investment letter.
All of these 154 requests (except 1) we,re approved by the Exchange and were not co.nsid~red in this tabulation.
Of the remaining 139
requests,
51 were disapproved,
and no action was taken on 4; of the 84 which were approved, only 32 involved blocks a~s large or larger than 1,000 shares or $25,000 in amount.
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b. Unlisted stoclcs
Four methods are available for handling "block" transactions
in
unlisted stocks: (1) purchases or sales through the regular over-thecounter markets maintained by dealers ; (2) purchases or sales through
secondary distributions;
(3) purchases through underwritings of new
public offerings of stocks; (4) purchases through private placements
from the issuer; and (5) transactions made directly with other large
7’~
investors, without the intervention of an intermediary broker-dealer.
3. ANALYSISOF I:NSTITUTIO:N’AL TRA:N’SA(~TIO:NS Rt~I’ORT~D TI-IR0’]3GI-I
QUESTIO/~i~TAIRE I57--4

The Special Study asked the respondents in its institutional
survey to report their transactions
in commonand preferred stocks by
two methods. First~ by time period: they were asked to record on
IN-t: Form A every transaction
which took place during the months
of March 1961 and April 1962. Second, by block program : they were
asked to record on IN-4 Form B their two biggest block purchase
and sale programs, within each of six separate categories, which were
76
accomplished during 1961.
:
a. Tramsaetio~s in March 1961 and April 1962 (Form A)
The Form A "slice-of-time"
transactions
provide a more representative picture than the Form B transactions of certain aspects of the
respondents’ overall stock activity--for
example~ the proportion of
overall volume accounted for by different types of stocks or by different market channels. The Form B transactions,
on the other hand,
were obtained to provide data (which the Form A selection
would
not ad.equately provide) on the handling of large block transactions
in various selected categories.
The Form B results are thus influenced by the categories of transactions selected.
While it would have been desirable to obtain transactions
on Form
A covering a longer cried
" than 2 selected months, the shorter period
poswas chosen to reducePthe burden on respondents to the minimum
si’ble without invalidating the portrayal of how transactions are conducted. The months of March 1961 and April 1962 were selected for
the Form A survey in order to obtain differences
in both time and
market conditions.
March 1961 was a month of rising prices and
heavy volume in the midst of a strong bull market. April 1962, on
the other hand~ was a month of lower volume and declining prices in
a generally downward market period.
The transactions
of the Form A respondents for the 2 months are
shown in tables VIII-13 through VIII-26. It should be noted that the
figures in the Form A tables do not, however~ include on the sale Side
one unusually large Secondary Distribution 77 which was initiated
in
April 1962 by a foundation included in the IN-4 sample. This Secondary Distribution was excluded from the sales figures because it was
sufficiently
large and unusual as to have impaired the use of the IN-4
¯ ~ For a discussion of the way d~alers handle blocks of unlisted stocks, see ch. VII.C.
¯ ~The Form A and B transactions
of one large pension fund,, which held stock at the
end of 1961 with a total value of $1.1 billion,
were not reported in such a way as to be
readily includible
in the Form A and B tabular analyses in the time available.
"
~ When capitalized
hereinafter,
the term "Secondary" or "Secondary ~ Distribution"
~
mean.s a Second~ary Distribution in the stock exchange sense.
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sales figures for April 1962 for other comparative purposes. Purchases in this Secondary by institutions
in the IN--4 sample have,
however, been included in the figures.
To some extent the differences in the character of the 2 months under
study are reflected in the purchases and sales of the institutions (as
reported in tables VIII-13 and VIII-14). But of equal interest are
the individual differences that occurred. For example, in March 1961
when market conditions were generally buoyant, .the dollar purchases
of each institutional group exceeded sales 78 by a substantial margin
with, however, two exceptions: no-load investment companies, where
sales slightly exceeded purchases, and college endownment funds,
where sales were more than twice as great as purchases. Indeed,
during this month the gross sales of the college endowmentfunds-one of the smaller insfitu£ional groups in the sample--were the second
most important among all the institutional
groups. On the other
hand, in April 1962, when attitudes were relatively pessimistic, the
institutions as a group contracted their gross dollar purchases by about
12 percent under their March1961 level ; yet four of the institutional
groups expanded their gross purchases to more than those in March
91961, three of them modestly, and the foundations by over 60 percentJ
Also of interest is the difference .between the total and net effects of
the market actions of the various categories of institutions.
Thus,
they open-end (load) investment companies, conspicuous by the
amount of their trading relative to the size of their portfolios, in
March1961 had total dollar purchases and sales that were almost three
times as great as those of the pension funds, the next highest institutional group. Their net acquisitions, however, were slightly less than
one and a half times as great. And in April 1962, whenthe total dollar purchases and sales of the open-end (load) companies were more
thaai three times those of the pension funds, their net acquisitions
shrank to less than 90 percent of tho~ of the pension funds.
(1) Analysis by type of stoeIc and type of transition
For each of the 2 months, tables ¥III-19 and VIII-20 contain, for
all of the institutional
groups combined, separate breakdowns for
transactions in preferred stocks, public utility commonstocks, and
"other" commonstocks. These categories were selected because they
represent major types of equity securities that the institutions have
tended to trade through different channels. While the institutions’
volume in preferred stocks and public utility commonstocks was small
in relation to their volume in "other" commons,the former grou.ps
were considered of particular interest to this analysis because of their
more "institutional"
nature. With respect to each of the three categories, and for the to~al of all categories, there are shownthe dollar
amounts, as well as percentages, of purchases and sales, for stocks
listed and not listed on the NewYork Exchange, classified by market
channel.
The analysis that follows concentrates on describing the method of
handling these transactions rather than on the differences between the
¯ s :Excluding the Secondary Distribution mentioned ab(>ve.
~ An even more striking illustration
of individual departures from the general pattern
was the already mentioned April 1962 Secondary Distribution,
by a foundation in the IN-4
s~tmple, of 2,250,000 shares of "other" common stock for a total of $218.25 million, an
amount greater than th,at mon,th’s aggregate dollar sales, as well as net purchases, of all
the Other institutions in the sample combined.

